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ABSTRACT.   We show that a second countable locally compact type 1 group

with a compact invariant neighborhood of the identity is CCR, and has a

Hausdorff dual if and only if its conjugacy classes are precompact.   We obtain

sharper results if the group is almost connected or has a fundamental system

of invariant neighborhoods of the identity.  Along the way we show that for a

locally compact abelian group   A   and a group  B  of topological group automor-

phisms of  A,   A  has small   B   invariant neighborhoods at 1 if and only if A   has

precompact orbits under the dual actions of  B.

1.   Introduction and preliminaries.   One of the striking features of the Fell

topology on the dual space  G  of the locally compact group G  is its characteriza-

tion of important properties of G  by simple separation properties of G. Thus for

second countable  G, G  is type  I if and only if G   is   TQ  and CCR if and only if

G  is  T      Moreover, Baggett [2l has recently shown that, for second countable  G,

G discrete is equivalent to  G  compact.  One is naturally led to ask what signifi-

cance, if any, a Hausdorff dual space has, and while many of our results do not

pertain to this question, it is nonetheless the primary motivation of this paper.

Our principal results are that a type   I [/Ai]  group is CCR and has Hausdorff dual

if and only if it is  [FCl   ; we obtain more explicit results in the case of an LS7/V]

group or an almost connected group.

Most of this paper is taken from the author's doctoral dissertation, submitted

to Columbia University in June, 1970.   I thank my  adviser,  Martin  Moskowitz, for

his advice and encouragement during the time in which this research was carried

out.   I would also like to thank Richard Mosak for many stimulating discussions

concerning harmonic analysis.

We now establish some conventions and notation. Groups  G  will always be

second countable locally compact, except in §2.  Representations of groups will

be strongly continuous unitary representations, and representations of  C   algebras

will be nondegenerate      representations (hence continuous).  The letters  R, Z

and T will denote the real numbers, the integers, and the circle; the citcle will
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be regarded as the complex numbers of modulus one under multiplication.   We

record here some important classes of groups together with their defining proper-

ties: [EC]    (having precompact conjugacy classes), [FDl~   (having a precompact

commutator subgroup), [lNl (having a compact neighborhood of 1 invariant under

inner automorphisms), [S//V] (having a fundamental system of invariant neighbor-

hoods at l), and  [Z] (being compact modulo the center).   The following inclusions

hold: [Z] C [SIN] C [IN] and  [Z] C [FD]' C [FC]~ C [IN].   (See [12] and [25].)

An exact sequence of locally compact groups will be an algebraic exact

sequence (1) —> G —> H —> / —> (1) in which the maps are continuous and open.

Since we are taking groups to be second countable, it will be enough to have the

maps continuous.

The continuous complex valued function f on  G will be called central if

f (ax) = f (x) for all x e G  and all inner automorphisms   a.   Notice that if the auto-

morphism ß is the point open limit of inner automorphisms then  f(ßx) = j (x) for

all x £ G.   The continuous functional F on the Banach algebra A will be called

central if F (ab) = F (ba) for all fl, b,  £ A.

We will take 2 cocycles of G  to be those with coefficients in  T, where  G

acts trivially on  T.   We note that if  a is a 2 cocycle of G,   a defines a central

exact sequence (1) —> T—> H —> G —t (1) of locally compact groups, and  a repre-

sentations of G  are in one to one correápondence with ordinary representations of

H whose restrictions to  T are multiples of the character f (-• t.   We will denote

the irreducible   a representations of G  by   aG and the image of Z (h) (the center

of H) in  G by  Z JÍG).    For details and further references on 2 cocycles and their

relation to representation theory, we refer the reader to Chapter I of [l].   The

same source contains a sketch of the Mackey theory of induced representations,

which we will use extensively.

1.1   Proposition.   Let í>  be the continuous positive definite functions cb of

G with 0(e) < 1.   Let J  be the positive functionals on  L  (g) of norm < 1.   Then

there is a bijection between 0  and A given by  Ficb)if) = ffix)cbix)dx for all

f £ LliG).   Moreover central elements  $    0/ $ correspond to central elements

A     of A under this bijection and $> and í*    are compact metric in the weak

topology inherited from J  and J  .

Proof.   The first assertion is part of Theoreme 13.4.5 of [5].   Verifying that

$    and 3"     correspond under the bijection is completely straightforward.  It is

clear that 3"   and J     are weak   closed in the unit ball of L^iG), and finally, it

is well known that the unit ball of the dual space of a separable Banach space is

compact metric in the weak   topology (see for example B7 of L5J).
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1.2 Definition.   We denote by  U-(g) the group of topological group automor-

phisms of G.  The topology on  (i(G) (see [4]) is given as follows: av —» a in

u(G) if and only if  a^ —> a and  ct~    —»  a-     both uniformly on compacta.   One

may verify that the evaluation map (íÍG) x G —> G is jointly continuous (see

p. 40 of Hochschild, The structure of Lie groups).   We let  /(G) be the closure in

(1(g) of the group of inner automorphisms.

1.3 Proposition.   /(G) is compact if and only if G £ [EC]" n LS7/V].

This is Theorem 4.1 of [l0] in the special case that B~ = /(G).   In general

one has that the subgroup B  of (I(g) is precompact iff the B  orbits of G are

precompact and the identity of G has a fundamental system of B  invariant

neighborhoods; moreover, one need not assume  G  is separable.

1.4 Definition.   If / is a continuous complex valued function on  G  and  K is

a compact subset of G, let  ||/||K = sup {|/(x)| |x £ K\.   Let G e[FC]~ n [SIN].

Then /(ax) is continuous and bounded in   a £ /(G) for each fixed x  and we may

define the function /"  by fnix) = f¡,Gxfiax) da, where  da is normalized Haar

measure on the compact group / (G).

1.5 Proposition.   Suppose f is a continuous complex valued function on the

[FC]~ n [SIN] group  G.   Then /Ä   z's continuous and central.   If f is central,

/H = /. // / z's positive definite, so is fn. Moreover, \\fU\\K < \\f\\¡(G)(K)> wbere

K is any compactum in G and I ÍG)ÍK) is the compact image of I (G) x K under

the evaluation map.   Finally, if f has compact support, then so does f .

Proof.   Straightforward verification.   See L2l], for example.

1.6 Proposition.   Suppose  G e [EC]- Pi [S/iV].    Let tt be a continuous finite

dimensional irreducible representation of G,   va unit vector in  H , and let

(bix) = in v, v).    Then cbnix) = idegrr)~   Trzr    for all x £ G.

Proof.   First we note that by 1.1, F (cb ) is a central functional on   L  (G).

Suppose now that / £ kerzz; that is, jfix)rrxdx = 0 where / e L^iG).   Then for

each  y £ G,   f f (x)tt       _ . dx = tt    ffixm   dxn      , = 0.   Moreover if  a £ I (G), we
yxy y~

have inner automorphisms   a    —> a and so for each  u, v £ Hn we have

IK »»• m) - (*«««. ")l < IK ,« - t«««JI 1*11 = IK     ,      u- u\\ Ml - 0

uniformly on  G  compacta because   a    —»a uniformly on  G  compacta.   It follows

that   ( f(x)(n„ u, v)dx = 0 for all  w, v  and furthermore that

ffix)<p»(x)dx = fHG) fG fix)ÍTTaxv, v)dxda = 0.
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Thus   F (<p  ) defines a positive central functional on the image of   L  (G) under  77.

Since   tt is irreducible this image is a full matrix algebra  B (H  ) and so  F (cb  )(/) =

À Tr   zt(/) for all f £ L  (G), for some constant  X.   It follows easily that  </>"(x) =

A Tr 77^ for all x £ G and, since  cb (1 ) = 1,  X = (deg zr)-    and the proposition is

proved.

1.7 Proposition.    Let  G  be locally compact abelian, and let a £ H  (G, T).

Then for any cocycle  a representing fl,   a>   '(x, y) = a(x, y)a(y, x)~     is jointly

continuous and bilinear (a character in each variable separately).   Moreover, œ   '

is independent of the choice of  a.   Finally, we may choose   a so that  a(x, y) = 1

whenever x, y are in Z (G) = \w £ G\ a>2\w, v) = 1  for all v  in G\.

Proof.   The first assertion is Lemma 7.1 of [l6]and the second is Lemma 7.2

of [16].   Let ß be a cocycle representing  a.  Then there is a unique locally com-

pact group  H which as a Borel group is   T x G with multiplication defined by

(s,x)(t,y) = (stß (x,y), x + y) for s, t £ T and x, y £ G.   Of course (1 ) —» T —♦
7T

H —1  G —> (1) (up to equivalence of extensions) is the extension defined by  fl.

Since  Z (H) D T, we have  Z (H) = T 0 A for some closed subgroup A of  Z (H).

Moreover, tt: A —> tt(Z(H)) is a topological group isomorphism.   Define a Borel

cross-section   o: G —» H as follows: o(x) = (z7|A)_1(x) if x £ tt(Z(H)) and  o(x) -

(0, x) if x 4 TiiZiH)).   (To see that this is Borel use Lemma 1.2 of [17].)  Let

a(x, y) = a(x)o(y)o(x + y)~    for all x, y £ G.   We then have  a cohomologous to

ß (see discussion on pp. 24—25 of [l ]) and since  o\tt(Z(H)) is a group homomor-

phism, a  is trivial on tt(Z(H)) = Z a(G).   This proves the proposition.

2. Automorphisms of [EC]    groups.   In this section we prove a result on auto-

morphisms of [FC]   groups which leads to a result of Robertson [25] and an addi-

tional application.   In this section only, G will not be assumed second countable.

Recall that a periodic group (see [12] for example) is one each element of which

is contained in a compact subgroup.

2.1 Proposition. Let P be a locally compact periodic group whose B orbits

are precompact, where B C Cl(G) is a subgroup containing the inner automorphisms.

Then  P contains a compact open  B  invariant subgroup  K.

Proof.   Let  N be a compact neighborhood of 1 in   P.  According to Theorem

3.11 of [12], N generates a compact open subgroup  K    oí  P. We assume first

that   K.   has countable index in   P, and let x    = 1,  x  , x     ■ • •  be a set of coset

representatives for   K .in   P.   A set  S is precompact in   P if and only if  5 C

M"     x . Kx for some integer  n.   Now for each  n > 1, let  S    be the closed set

Kx n   D   a~li(j x.Kx\  = ix e K,   B(x) c \J x .KA.
acB \z=l / V z=l      '      >
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Since each element of  K,  has a precompact orbit under  B, K, = (J „=i ^  .   There-

fore by the Baire category theorem some   5    contains an open set   U. Now   B iS  )C

(J"     x.K..   Therefore if   K is the subgroup generated by  B iS  ) and   K    is the

subgroup generated by (J ¿Ll xi^i> we have   K open, K2 compact (by 3.H of [12])

and   KC K_.   Moreover, B ÍB iS  )) = B iS  ), and so   K is   B  invariant.
2 7 rz n

Now let us drop the assumption that   K,   has countable index in   P, and sup-

pose that   B(KA is not precompact.   In particular suppose there is a countably

infinite set  x  , x     ■ ■ ■  oí coset representatives of   K,   in   P such that, for each   z,

there is a  ßi £ B with ßi.KA O x K   ¿ 0.   If  B   is the countable subgroup of B

generated by  ßx, ß2,- - - , then   B (Kx) is not precompact.   Let  H be the open

subgroup of  P generated by  B iKA.   We claim that   [//: KA is countable.   In fact,

for ß\,--- ,ß'n eß'let  K Cß*,— , jS^) be the group generated by  K,, jS'^Kj ),. . • ,

ß'„(Rnl   Then by 3.11 of [12] we know   K(ß'x,... , ß'A) is compact, and since   Kx

is open we have the homogeneous space   Kiß  , ■ ■ ■ , ß  )/K    finite.

Since each element of H is contained in some K (/3,, • • • , ß ) and there are

only countably many choices of |8. , • • • , ß from ß' possible, we must have that

H is contained in countably many  K    cosets.

Now let  B   be the subgroup of  B generated by   B   and the inner automor-

phisms corresponding to elements of  H.   Certainly   H is   B    invariant and has

precompact   B   orbits; moreover  H is periodic and contains a compact open sub-

group  K,   of countable index.   By the reasoning in the first paragraph, H contains

a   B   invariant compact open subgroup  K.   The index   [K   : K n KA < °o and so we

have coset representatives  y,,---,y    tor  K n K.   in   K .   Thus

B'iKx) = B'(\Jy.iK HKx)j = \jB'iyAB'iKnKx)C [Uß'iyfiK.

Each   B (y .) is precompact, however, and so  B iKA is precompact, which is

impossible by the construction of  B .   This contradiction proves that  B (K A is

precompact.   By 3.11 of [12], B (KA generates a compact open subgroup of   P

which is clearly  B  invariant.

The following is a slight extension of a result due to Robertson [25].   We

include a proof for completeness.

2.2 Theorem.   Suppose that  G has precompact  B   orbits, where  B CCl(G) is

fl subgroup containing the inner automorphisms.   Then  G satisfies an exact

sequence (l)—>K—> G —» R" x D —•(!), where  K  is compact B  invariant, D   is

discrete  FC, and R" x D  has precompact orbits under the group B   of induced

actions of B.   Furthermore    R"   z's  B   invariant and has small B   invariant neigh-

borhoods of the identity.

Before proving 2.2 we state two additional results we require.
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2.3 Theorem.   Suppose that  G has precompact B  orbits where  B C S(g) z's

a subgroup including the inner automorphisms.    Then  G satisfies an exact

sequence  (1) —> P —» G —* R" x D —» (1), where   P is the closed characteristic

subgroup of periodic elements and D  is discrete torsion free abelian.

Proof.   This is most of Theorem 3.16 of [12].

2.4 Proposition. Suppose (1) —> P —» G —* R" x D —» (1) z's an exact sequence

of locally compact groups, where P is a discrete torsion group and D is discrete

torsion free abelian.   If G £ [EC]~, then  G = R" x H, where  H  is discrete  FC.

Proof of 2.4.   Clearly  G  is locally euclidean and is thus a Lie group.   By

Theorem 3.20 of [12], the identity component GQ of G has precompact commuta-

tor subgroup; moreover the closed commutator of GQ  is connected, and the abelian

quotient of  GQ  by its closed commutator is of the form  Rm x Tp.   Hence  G0   con-

tains a compact connected, characteristic subgroup  K.   such that GAK.  is a

vector group.   Thus the periodic elements   P C\ GQ  of  G„   are connected, and

since  P is discrete in  G, we therefore have  P D Gn = (1).   We also have that the

image of G„  in  G/P is an analytic subgroup of    R"  and  is  therfore  a  closed

connected subgroup of R"; it is easy to see that the image of   Gn is  all  of  R"

and in fact the map  G —» R" x D  defines a topological group isomorphism   of  Gn

onto  R".   Now define H   as the preimage of D  in  G.    Clearly  GQ n   EC  P, so

that G.nf7CC.nP = (l).   Moreover  H is discrete, and therefore the connected

subgroup  GQ acts trivially by inner automorphisms on each element of  H.   Thus

G0  and  H commute and since   G = GQH, we have   G = GQx H S R" x H.   Finally

H as the discrete quotient of an  [FC]    group is itself  EC.

Proof of 2.2.   Since   G  has precompact   B  orbits, Theorem 2.3 implies that

G  satisfies the exact sequence   (1) —> P —>  G —» R" x D' —> (1) where   P  is the

group of periodic elements and   D' is discrete torsion free abelian.   By 2.1, P

contains a compact open  B  invariant subgroup  K, and thus   G/K satisfies the

exact sequence (1) -♦ P/K — G/K —► R"xD'-(l) where   P/K is a discrete

torsion group and   G/K has precompact   B   orbits, where   B   is the group of actions

induced in  G/K by  B.   Thus by 2.4 we have  G/KSt R" x D where  D is discrete

FC.   Since   R"- is the identity component of  G/K it is invariant under   B .   Since

R" has precompact  B1 orbits it has small  B   invariant neighborhoods at 1 (see

2.6).   This proves 2.2.

Corollary to 2.2.   For any locally compact group G let  Gp denote the normal

subgroup of elements with precompact conjugacy classes.   Then  G £ [IN]  if and

only if Gp  is open.   (See  also [29].)

Proof.   If  G e [IN] then  G has a compact invariant neighborhood of 1 which
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is clearly contained in G p.   Thus  G„ is open.   If on the other hand  Gp is open,

then by 2.2 we have an exact sequence  (1) —► K —» G„ —> R" x D —» (1) where   K

is normal in G and   R" has a compact neighborhood of the identity invariant under

the inner automorphisms of  G.   The preimage of this neighborhood in   G„  is a

compact invariant neighborhood of 1 in  G.

As another application of 2.1, we show that, for a locally compact abelian

G and a group  B of automorphisms of  G,   G has small  B  invariant neighborhoods

if and only if  G has precompact   B   orbits.   Here  B   is the group of dual automor-

phisms to  B  acting on   G.   We believe that this result sheds some light on why

the   [S/zV] condition is needed in 1.3.

2.5 Proposition. Suppose G is locally compact abelian and B is a group of

automorphisms of G such that G has small B invariant neighborhoods. Then G

has precompact B    orbits.

Proof.   Suppose that   G has small  B  invariant neighborhoods; let  e >0 and

let  X £ G.   Let   U be a   B  invariant neighborhood of 1 in  G  such that

|X(*)-X(D| <e for all x £ U.   Then   \iX ° ß)(x + y) - (x ° ßW\ =

\x(ßx) - xA)\ < e for all x £ U and ß £ B, tot each y £ G.   It follows that the

compact open closure   S oí the set  S = \y ° ß\ ß £ B\ is equicontinuous at each

point of  G.   Of course range  / C T for each  f £ S and it follows by the Ascoli

Theorem, p. 233 of [15], that  S is compact.   Since   x is arbitrary this shows that

G has precompact  B     orbits.

2.6. Lemma.   // K is compact abelian and- K has finite  B     orbits (where

B C (l(K)  is a subgroup) then  K has small B  invariant neighborhoods.   If on the

other hand B   is a group of automorphisms of R"  such that  W has precompact

B  orbits, then R"  has small B   invariant neighborhoods   and it follows   that R"

has precompact B    orbits and small B    invariant neighborhoods.

Proof.   First let B be a group of automorphisms of the compact abelian group

K such that   K has finite  B   orbits.   Let   U be a neighborhood of 1 in   K.   Then

there are   Xi>" " ' > X    in   K and   e > 0 such that

w = w(Xx,...,x„,A

= \x £ K\ \\ix) - 11 < e for i = 1, 2, ... ,n]CU.

This last assertion follows from the fact that   K is discrete and so

^v£i>" - ' > X  'A defines a compact open neighborhood of 1 in   K regarded as the

dual of  K.   Now each x¿ has a finite  B   orbit; therefore there is a subgroup B.

of finite index in B such that (B )    leaves X\'' ' ' > X    fixed.   Then  B    leaves

W invariant and if  bx, ■ • ■ , bn are coset representatives for  B.   in  B we have

that  \\beB bW = P|? j b{W C U is a   B  invariant neighborhood.   This proves the
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first assertion.  The assertion about  R"   is well known and can be proved by

showing  B   is precompact in GL(zz, R)  and then using the Weyl unitary trick to

show B   can be regarded as a group of orthogonal operators on  R".

The compact case of the following theorem  was used in 4.11 of [12].

2.7 Theorem.   Suppose  G  is locally compact abelian and B   is a group of

automorphisms of G.    Then  G has small B  invariant neighborhoods if and only if

G has precompact  B    orbits.

Proof.   The "only if " part is 2.5.   Therefore suppose  G  has precompact B

orbits.   We may write  G = R" x H  and   G = R" x H, where  H  and H  contain com-

pact open subgroups.   Let  P  be the periodic subgroup of H; clearly  P   is

characteristic, open, and contains any compact open subgroup of H.   We may

apply 2.1 to  P  and obtain a compact open subgroup  K  invariant under B .   Now

the annihilator K1 = (G/K)"- R" x(H/K)~ = R" x Kj, where   Kj = (H/K)~ is a

compact open subgroup of H (compact because H/K  is discrete and open because

(H/KZ)   = K  is compact).   Moreover  K     is  B  invariant because  K  is  B

invariant.   Since   K.   is maximal compact in K    = R" x K¡,   K.   is  ß   invariant as

well.   All together we have  R" x K.   open in G  and a group B   of automorphisms

leaving  R" x K.  and  K,   invariant.   It is easily checked that (B | R" x KA     is

just the group of actions that B     induces on G/K = (R" x K A    and so (R"xK.)

has precompact orbits under (B | R" x K A  .   We want to show  R"xK.   has small

B  invariant neighborhoods and so we are reduced to the following:

2.8 Lemma.   Suppose G -W x K is locally compact abelian and G has pre-

compact B    orbits, where B  is a group of automorphisms of G.   Then G has

small B  invariant neighborhoods.

Proof.   Let P.: G —> R"  and  P   ■ G —> K be the projections associated with

the direct product.   For a € B, let a« - P.aP,,   a   = P  aP., and a, = P2aP .

Since  K is necessarily  B   invariant  P,aP2 = 0 and so  a  may be viewed as a

matrix

/ a,

a =

Moreover if

ß

we have

fßl    o

Ä   ß>
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/       ai^l °       \

aß = U2/31 + S/32    ^ßj

In particular, P XBP,   and  P 2BP',  are subgroups of u(R")  and u(K) respectively.

For (v, k) £ G we have  a(zv, &) = (a,(iz), a2(v) + a A It)),   A direct calculation

shows that, for (X, d) £ R" x K = G, we have  â(A, a") = (âj(À) + â2(d), à Ad)).

Since jô.(À, d)\ a £ B\~ is compact for each fixed  (A, «0 we have  \âAd)\  finite

for each fixed d,   \âAX)\     compact for each fixed X, and  [â2(d)\    compact for

each fixed d.   It follows by 2.6 that R"  has small P XBP,   invariant neighborhoods

and  K has small P2BP,   invariant neighborhoods.   Since  {a^flOi    is compact for

each fixed fl7, so is (Ja    ÍS-W-)}    for any finite set d.,.-.,d    £ K.   By the

Ascoli Theorem   (p. 233 of [15]) the family  (Ja .{â2(a\)S  is equicontinuous at 1;

since sets of the form  W(d,, ■ • • , d , c) form a base of neighborhoods of 1 in  K
in °

(see proof of 2.6), we may conclude that given any neighborhood  (/,   of 1 in  K

there is a neighborhood  [/,  of 0 in R"  such that  a2(U2) C U x  for every  a £ B.

It follows easily that given any neighborhood  U of 1 in  G  there is a neighborhood

W of 1 in G  contained in (i, with a(W) C (7 for every a £ B.   Then Ua(H0 is a

B  invariant neighborhood of 1 contained in  U.   Thus  G has small  B   invariant

neighborhoods and 2.8 and 2.7 are proved.

3. Representations of [FC]     groups.   In this section we show that a type I

[FC]    group has a Hausdorff dual space and consequently is CCR.   We again

assume G  is second countable.

3.1 Proposition.   If G £ [FC]    then G £ [IN].   If in addition G is type I then

G £ [FD]    and G satisfies an exact sequence (1) —> K —> G —> R" x A —> (1),

where  K is compact and A  is discrete abelian.

Proof.   If G £ [FC]    then G £ [IN] by the Corollary to 2.2, and moreover, by

2.2, G satisfies an exact sequence (1) —> K —> G —»R"xD —» (1) where  K is

compact and D  is discrete  FC.   If G  is type I,  D  is type I, and therefore  D  has

a finite commutator by Theorem 5.4 of [11] and Theorem 5.3 of [23].   It follows

that  G £ [FD]    and satisfies an exact sequence of the kind described.

3.2 Definition. The character t y-t t of T will be denoted y0> If G satis-

fies the central exact sequence (1) —> T —> G —> H —> (1) then, for each \ £T,

we let

Gx = ÍT7eG|7T|T = x-'i

and fa i
G   c = ¡77 | 77 a factor representation of G  and  n | T = x " '>•
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Wedenote Gx     by  G,   and GlAc  by Gf.ac.
x0      '        1 *0       '        1

3.3 Lemma.   Suppose  (1) —» T —> G —» H —> (1)  ¡s a central exact sequence

of locally compact groups.    Then every element of G,      z's fy/Je I z'/ aW 072/y z'/

G,   z's a closed and open  TQ subspace of G.

Proof.    For each   x e T  let m x be the central idempotent measure in  Mï(g)

concentrated on   T and given by  X^'dt  there, where dt  is normalized Haar mea-

sure on   T.   For each / e L Hg) and 77 e G we have   \rr(f * mx)\\ < \\mx\\ IK/)||; it

follows that multiplication (convolution) by  zrz^ is a continuous endomorphism of

C*(G).

If  TT £ Gxc , then  77(ttzx) = / and Trimx,) =0  for X ^ x'-   Moreover it is easy

to see that each  G, is open and closed in  G.   It is then routine to verify the

following: C (G) = ®~ C  (G)ttz  , the  C    direct sum of closed orthogonal two

sided * ideals.   In particular, we are asserting that for every  a £ C (G), attzx —> 0

as  X—' -°°-   Furthermore it tt £ G,c, then  ker z7 3 ©X^x/C  (g)ttzx.   Thus to say

that every element of G,ac   is type I is to assert that  C*(g)?tzx    is type I; it fol-

lows that  Gj      being type I is equivalent to    G x = ÍC ÍG)mx  )    being  TQ.

The proof of the following proposition is similar to a calculation in §6,

Chapter V, of [l].

3.4 Proposition.   Consider the central extension of locally compact groups

(1) —> T —► G —> R" © O —> (1), where  D  is countable discrete abelian.   If every

element of G?c   is type  I, then the map tt \-» tt\z.(~.  defines a homeomorphism

of Gx   onto  /AG)..

Proof.   By Proposition 1.7 we may assume that the cocycle giving  G  as the

extension of  T by  R" © D  is chosen so that  a(x, y) = 1  for all x, y  in the image

of ZiG) in  R" © D; that is, for all x, y £ Za(R" © D).   Thus we may write  G =

T x (R* © D) with multiplication defined by (s, x)(t, y) = (sta(x, y), x + y) for

all s, t £ T  and all x, y £ R" © D  and the topology the unique locally compact

group topology compatible with the Borel group structure and left invariant mea-

sure on   T x (R" © D).   We then have (using the cocycle identity) that

(s, x)(t, y)(s, x)~l = (ta(y, x)a(y, x)~l, y)   for all  s, t  £ T  and x, y  £ W © D.

Let M  be a maximal abelian subgroup of  G.   Then  M  is closed and neces-

sarily contains  T.   Therefore  M  is normal.   Furthermore since  T is injective in

the category of locally compact abelian groups we may write  M = T © A   where A

is a closed abelian subgroup of AL   The group  G  acts by inner automorphisms on

M, hence also on the character group M.   This action on M clearly preserves

Mj = lx0! x Â.   We compute the action of G on  Mx: let (x0> r\) £ M x, where

X £ A, and let (s, x) e G, (t, 0) £ T, and (A, y\ £ A.   Then we have
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(XV A)^*>«f, 0)(f', y)) = (x0, A)((ff'a(x, y)a(y, x)~\ y»

= (x0, A)W'a(*. y)a(y- *)-1, °>K y» = ra(x, y)a(y, x)-1A((f', y».

In other words, we have  (x0> XÏS'X) = (x0, A + d>x) where <px e Â  is defined by

0X(('< y))= a(x, y)a(y, x)~ 1   for all (f, y) £ A.   ((b%  is actually a continuous

homomorphism by 1.7.)   Moreover the map $ : x —> <p    is a continuous homomor-

phism (see Proposition 1.1 of [l6]) from  R" © D  to  A.   Since  M  is maximal

abelian it is easy to see that the kernel of 3> is  \x e R" © D | (0, x) e MS.   We

may summarize our computation by saying that the orbit of (Xn' ^ under G is the

set ¡Xo' x w + Range $), where  A + Range í> is the coset of the subgroup

Range $ in  A   which contains  A, and that the stable group of (Xn' ^ 's  ^-

We claim that if every element of G:ac   is type I, then  Range 0 is closed.

In fact, if Range $ is not closed, find two distinct cosets of Range í>  contained

in  Range $.   These two cosets define two orbits in  M.   contained in each other's

closure.   It follows by Theorem 4.3 of ü] that if rr    and 77    are characters chosen

from the two orbits in  M., then the two induced representations   U       and  U       of

G weakly contain each other.   Moreover by Theorems 7.6 and 8.1 of [l9l these

representations are irreducible and inequivalent.   Thus  G.  is not  Tn   and by 3.3

there are elements of G xc   which are not type I.   Thus if in fact every element of

Gf.ac   is type I, then  Range 5> is closed.

Since  Range í>  is closed, the orbits in  M.   under G  are all closed, and by

Theorem 1 of [8] we get that every quasi-orbit concentrated in  M.   is transitive.

It follows by Theorems 7.6 and 8.1 of [19] that we have a bijection between  G,

and the orbit space  MJG  as follows: given an element 77 e Gx,tt\u =n fc   odpio)

(where tz  is an integer or °°) for a unique measure class p which is concentrated

in an orbit 0(p)  in  M x; we associate the   orbit  O (p) with  ?7.   Moreover given any

element in   0 (p) the induced representation (up to equivalence) is  77.   It is easy

to see on the basis of Theorem 4.3 of [7] that this bijection is a homeomorphism,

where  M X/G = !x0S x A/Range $ has the topology of A/Range í>.

Now let r: A —< ÍZÍG) O A)   be the restriction function.   Then by 24.11 of

[13], t   is continuous, open, surjective, and has kernel  ÍZÍG) n A) , the annihi-

lator of Z (G) C\ A  in  A.   However it is easily seen that  Z (g) n A = ker 0 ,

where  $": A —> (R"© D)~ is the adjoint map to í>: R" © D —> Â.   It follows by

24.38 of [13] that  ker r   = Range $.   Thus  r   induces a topological group isomor-

phism  A/Range $ —» (Z ÍG) n A)".

Since  M = T © A  and T C Z (g) C M, we have Z (g) = T © (Z (G) n A).   It

follows that   Z(G)j = ix0l x ÍZÍG) n A)  ; consequently the restriction  r: M j ~*

ZÍG)X  induces a homeomorphism s  of Mx/G onto   Z(G),.   It is clear that, for

77 e G .   Hzro = s ^ K^ ' '» an<i tne proposition is proved.
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Remark.   Let a   £ H (W © D, T)   and let a be a cocycle representing  a such

that  a(x, y) = 1  for all x, y £ Za(R" © D).   Let  H be the group satisfying the

central exact sequence (1) —» T —> H —» R" © D —> (1) and defined by  a in the

usual way.   Let a : R" © D —» H be a Borel section and  77 H» 77 ° o the bijection

o defines between  H    and   a(R" © D) .   This bijection gives   a(R" © D)    a

topology which is independent of the choice of o since  tt ° o and  tt ° o   differ

only by tensoring with an element of (Rn © D)    for different Borel sections o

and o  (see pp. 25—26 of [l]).

Corollary to 3.4.    Let a £ H2(W © D, T) and let  a  be a cocycle representing

a such that  a  is trivial on  Z (R" © D).   // every factor  a representation of

R" © D  z's type I, then  tt h* 77|Za(R" © D) defines a homeomorphism of a(R"©D)~

onto  Za(R"©D)~.

Proof.   Let H be the group defined by  a, so that (1) -» T -> H — R" © D

—►  (1) is central exact.    Then   H ac   consists of type I elements, and so by 3.4

the map  77 h+ n\Z(H) defines a homeomorphism from  H    onto  Z (H)       To prove

the corollary, we need only show that for the given Borel section o: R" © D —> H

(i.e., o(x) = (0, x)), then  x H► x ° ° ÍS a homeomorphism from  Z (//)     onto

Za(R" ©D)'.   Since  a is trivial on Za(R"© D), a|Za(R"© D) is a group

isomorphism and hence continuous.  (In fact, any Borel homomorphism  from a

second countable locally compact group into a second countable locally compact

group is continuous   —  see pp.  14—15 of [l].)   Reasoning as in 1.7 we may find

a section o   which gives rise to   a  and which is a topological group isomorphism

when restricted to  Za(R"© D).   Since o and a   differ by an element of (Rn©D)"

we conclude that a\ Za(R" © D)  is a topological group isomorphism, so that

cr(Za(R" © D)) is a closed complementary subgroup to  T in Z(H)  and y h-»

X °o provides a homeomorphism from  Z(H)    onto  Za(R" © D)

3.5 Proposition.    Let  G satisfy the central exact sequence  (1) —' T—» G

—> R" —► (1).   Then every element of Gfac   z's type I and therefore  77 1—> 77 | Z(G)

is a homeomorphism from  G    onto  ZiG)..

Remark.    This is of course a very special case of Kirillov's results in

Unitary representations of nilpotent Lie groups (Uspehi Mat. Nauk 17 (1962),

57—110).   However the proof we give is short and in the spirit of 3.4, so we

include it for completeness.

Proof.    The following diagram is exact and commutative.

(0) -> LiT) — LiG) — L(R") — (0)

I 1 I
(1) -»   T    -*   G    -►    R*   — (1)
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Here the top line consists of Lie algebras and the vertical maps are exponential

maps.   Let o' be a linear section from  L (R")  to  L(G), and let o = expG o a   o

(exp     )~   .   Then  o: R" —' G is a section and the associated cocycle is defined

by  a(x, y) = o(x)o(y)o(x + y)~     for all x, y £ R"; a simple application of the

Campbell-Hausdorff formula yields  a(x, y) = expG(V2[o-'(X), o'iY)])  where

exp     (X) = x and exp     (Y) = y.    In other words, a(x, y) = el   (x-y>  where  B  is
r  RTZ r R77 J 7 J

an alternating bilinear form on  R".   Since a is continuous, G  is homeomorphic to

T x R"  and  a gives the multiplication of G in the usual way  ((s, x) (t, y) =

(sfa(x, y), x + y)).

Now take  A  to be a maximal subspace of R"  such that  B (x, y) = 0  for all

x, y £ A.    It is easily seen that the preimage of A  in  G is a maximal abelian sub-

group M.  Moreover, o\A  is a topological group isomorphism and oiA)  is a closed

vector subgroup of M.   We have that M = T © oiA); let us regard oiA) as A and

M = T © A.    If we apply the arguments from the preceding proposition to  G, we

may take the a, M, and  A  obtained in this proposition to be the corresponding

entities used in the proof of the last proposition.   In particular, we now have that

$ : R" —» A, where  A  is a vector group and 0 is linear with its range automa-

tically closed.   Hence the arguments used in 3.4 go through for  G, and we obtain

that G    is  T    and by 3.3 G'ac    is type I.   This proves 3.5.

3.6 Theorem.    Suppose that  G £ [EC]     z's type 1.    Then  G is Hausdorff and

G is CCR.

Proof.   By 3.1, G satisfies an exact sequence (1) —> K —► G —> R" x A —<(1)

where  K is compact and A  is compact and A  is countable discrete abelian.

Since  K is countable discrete we certainly have that  K is regularly embedded

in  G; that is, every element of  G  is obtained from  K via the Mackey procedure.

For each  o £ K let  G    be the set of tt £ G whose restrictions to  K all include

a as a subrepresentation.   We then have G   = G   if o is in the orbit of r under

G  and G    and G    are disjoint if o is not in the orbit of  r.   Using the #  opera-

tion of K  and the orthogonality relations for characters of  K, one may see easily

that each  G    is open and closed in  G.   Therefore we will confine our attention

to a single  G„. .«.

Let H (a)  be the stability group of o" in  G.   Let Hio)a be the set of all ele-

ments of H (a)  whose restrictions to   K include (and hence are multiples of) o,

and let Hio)£c   be the set of all factor representations of Hio)  whose restric-

tions to  K are multiples of o.   We see as above that Hio)„ is open and closed

in  Hio).   Now Hio)/K is a closed subgroup of R" © A and is therefore of the

form  Rm © D   where  D   is countable discrete abelian.   Therefore by Theorem 8.2
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of [19] (see also the discussion on p. 60 of [l]) and by 1.7 there exists a cocycle

a of  Rm © D' such that  a  is trivial on  Za(Rm © /)')  and an  a representation

o  oí Hio) which extends  a.   Here  a.  denotes the inflación of a  to  Hio).   More-

over, by Theorem 8.3 of [19] the map  A —> X ® o   is a bijection between equiva-

lence classes of irreducible (resp. factor)  a       representations of Hid)/K and

Hio)a (resp.   Hio)*c), where  A denotes the lifting of A to  H (a).   Since   G is

type I,   a(Rm © D')fac   is type I, by Theorem 8.4 of [19].   Therefore by the

corollary to 3.4, 77 f-> 771 Za(Rm © D1)  is a homeomorphism from   a(Rm © D1)     to

Za(Rm © D )  .   We will use this fact to show that the bijection between

a(Rm © D )    and H (a)     is a homeomorphism and that consequently H (a)a is

Hausdorff.   It will follow easily that  G    is Hausdorff.

To see that the bijection between    (Rm © D )     and H (a)^ is a homeomor-
> a. cr

phism, let us first note that the topology on   a(Rm © D )    may be described as

follows: If S C   (Rm © D1)  , then  A £ S  if and only if there are elements  A    e

(Rm © D )    and vectors  v     and v such that the functions  (Xv, v A —> iXv, v)
(X 72 Tt      tí Tí

uniformly on  Rm © D   compacta.   This follows easily from the analogous descrip-

tion of the topology in  H    (where (1) —» T —» H —> W" © D   —» (1) is the exten-

sion defined by  a) and the fact that a set in  Rm ©Dis compact if and only if

its preimage in  H is compact.   Now let  S C    (Rm © D )     and suppose that the

image of S in H (a)    is closed.  If A e S there are elements  A    in  S with vectors

v    such that the functions  (A v , v ) —> (Ata v) uniformly on  Rm© D   compacta
7Z n   n       n ' r

for some vector v.   Choose any vector w in the representation space of o.   Then

(A   ® o (v   ® w), v   ® w) —» (A ® o (v <g> w), v ® w) uniformly on Hio)  compacta.

Hence  X   ® o   is in the image of S and  X £ S.   Thus  S is closed and AI—> A ® o

is continuous.

Now suppose that 5 C   (Rm © D )     is closed and that  A® o   is in the

closure of the image of S in H (a)   .   Then there are elements  A    £ S  and vectors

v    and v  such that the functions  (A   ® o v , v ) —* (A ® o v, v) uniformly on
n n n'      n „ '

Hio) compacta. We will show that A —> A in a(Rm © D1) . Let H' denote the

preimage of Za(Rra © D') in H (a), so that H'/K = Za(Rm © D1). Since An and

A are irreducible   a     -representations and  a| Za(Rm © D1) is trivial, we have

by Schur's lemma that  A   I Z (Rm ® D') = y    . /  and  A I Z  (Rm © D') = y . /
' n'a. ^n '      a A-

for characters  y    and  y of the abelian group  Za(Rm © D ).   Denote by  y    and

y the liftings   of these characters to   H .   We then have

((A   ® o ) I H v , v ) = y    ■ im oA II'v , v ) —=♦ y • (ttzct' I H'v, v)
n ' n       n        "-n n n      n

= iiï®o')\H'v, v)
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uniformly on  H   compacta where   ttz    and  m are positive integers or  + °°.   More-

over, o I H   is an ordinary finite dimensional representation of  //', since   a' is an

a-representation of H (ct) and   a is trivial on H'.   We will show that y   —> y

uniformly on   H   compacta.   To do this, divide  //' by the intersection of the

kernels of  íx„°"'¡ an<3  Xa'■> an^ obtain thereby an   [FD]~ n [/MAP] group H°.   It

is easy to see (on the basis of 17.3.7 of [5]) that such a group must be   [SIN];

consequently it has a   # operation by 1.3.   Now  y (ttz  o | H v , v )_,y(TTzcr \H v,v)

uniformly on  H° compacta, and using 1.6 we have   iko' | H')# = (deg ct' | b')-1

• Tr(cr|z7 )   for   k   an integer or   °°.   Since     y      and   y   are  central we

have   X„Tr io  \H ) —» yTr(er  \H ) uniformly on  H° compacta, hence also on  H'

compacta.   Since   o \K = o is irreducible and finite dimensional, the linear span

of  \ok\ k £ K\ is a full matrix algebra.   Therefore any   K coset in  H' contains an

x with Trax /= 0.    It follows by the continuity of  o  that there is a neighborhood

U of  x with   |Tr o  | > e > 0 for all y £ U.   Certainly  y    —> y uniformly on   U,

and since   y    and  y are constant on   K cosets, a simple compactness argument

yields convergence uniformly on  //   compacta.   Therefore  A  |Za(Rm© D ) = y    ■

/ -> X . / . A|Za(Rm © D') uniformly on   Z a(Rm © D#) compacta; it follows by the

corollary to 3.4 that  A   —► A in   a(Rm © D1).   Since   S is closed, A £ S and X ® o'

is in the image of  S.   Thus this image is closed, and  A—► A ® o   is a homeomor-

phism.   It follows that  H (o)a is Hausdorff, since   a(Rm © D*)    is Hausdorff.   By

Theorem 8.1 of [19], inducing gives a bijection between H(a)a. and  Ga.   By

Theorem 4.3 of [7], this bijection is a homeomorphism.    (To see that this map is

open, one must also use the orthogonality relations for  K.)  Since G is the dis-

joint union of the open and closed sets   Ga, G  is Hausdorff.   This proves 3.6.

3.7 Theorem. Suppose G is almost connected [FC] . Then G satisfies an

exact sequence (1) —> K —> G —> R" —> (1) for some compact normal subgroup K.

Moreover G  is type I and the preceding theorem applies.

Proof.   Since  G is almost connected, the group D in 2.2 must be finite and

so by enlarging  K we may assume   D  is trivial.   Since   K is discrete, K is

regularly embedded in G and the Mackey ptocedure yields all of  G.   Take   tt £ K.

Then since  R" x K —* K is jointly continuous and R™ is connected, the stable

group  H (tt) = G.   Thus every element of  Gfac   whose restriction to  K includes

77 is of the form  A ® 77', where tt   is an R" cocycle representation of G extending 77 and

where   A is a cocycle factor representation of  R"  lifted to  G.   By 3-5, A must

be type I.   Thus  A ® 77' is type I, and we have that every element of  Gfac   is

type I.   Thus  G is type I.

4. Representations of type I [IN] groups.   In this section we show on the

basis of the preceding section that type I  [IN] groups are CCR.   The proof of
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4.1 below follows arguments of Thoma in [27] and uses the succeeding three lemmas.

4.1 Proposition.   If G £ [IN]  is type 1, then [G : G   ] < », where  G     is the

subgroup of all elements with precompact conjugacy classes.

4.2 Lemma.   Let f be the characteristic function of a compact invariant

neighborhood of 1  in  G, and let ifj = f *f.   Then if/  is continuous positive definite

and vanishes at  <x.   If k if/ > c/S  is a positive definite function for some real k and

some continuous positive definite cb (i.e., k if/ = cb + y where y is also positive

definite) then cb tends to 0  at  oo.   If cb  is central and continuous, thensupp cb C G _.

Proof.   According to 13.4.11 of [5], ib is positive definite and continuous and

in fact  if/(x) = (X(x)f, f), where  A is the left regular representation of  G and

f £ L (G).   Let  H be the closed cyclic subspace of  L  (G) generated by  ¡A(x)/|.

Then since  k2ifj(x) = (X(x)kf, kf), it follows by I, p. 398, of [22] that  cb(x) =

(BX(x)f, f) where   B:H —► H is a positive selfadjoint operator which commutes

with every  X(x)\H.   Now  A = B is a positive operator in the norm closed

algebra generated by   B, and it follows that  cf> (x) = (X(x)kAf, kAf).  Since   kAf £

H C L  (G), it follows from 13.4.11 of [5] that  r/S tends to zero at   °°.   Now suppose

<£ is central.   Since  G e [IN], G p is open.   Since  cb is constant on conjugacy

classes and vanishes at   00, it cannot assume a nonzero value at any element of  G

whose conjugacy class is not precompact.   Thus   supp (b C G p.

The following lemma is a special case of Theorem 1 of [3].

4.3 Lemma.   Let N  be an open normal subgroup of G and cb a positive

definite function vanishing off N.   Suppose that tt ±   is the cyclic representation

of G corresponding to c/> and ttcí\n  is the cyclic representation of N correspond-

ing to cb\N.   Then the induced representation  U  ^1     = tt±.

4.4 Lemma. We adopt the notation of 1.1. Suppose G £ [IN]. Then <t>c con-

tains a nonzero extreme point c/> which is approached weak (in L°° (G) = L (G) )

by elements of 0    which vanish off Gp.

Proof. First let us define the function ib as follows: let / be the character-

istic function of a compact invariant neighborhood of 1 and  /" the usual adjoint

(f"(x) = f(x~1)).   Now let   a = f *f.   Then   a is continuous of compact support

and positive definite.   Since / and f" £ Z(L1(G)),  a£Z(Ll(G)) and so  a is

central.   (See for example p. 157 of Loomis, Abstract harmonic analysis.)   We

take   ib to be   a normalized at 1.

The dual space   L°°(G) of   Ll(G) is locally convex in the weak    topology.

Moreover, as noted in 1.1, (b is compact metric in this topology.   It is convex as

well, and so by the metrizable version of Choquet's Theorem (pp. 19 ff, of [24])
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we have a regular positive Borel measure v oí total mass 1 such that F iib) =

f. F iß)dviß) for every weak continuous linear functional F. Moreover the

extreme points   K of  0    form a Borel set and  vi<t>   \K) = 0.

Let us suppose that c/S is in the topological support of v; i.e., that c/S has no

neighborhood   U with   viU) = 0.   Given weak   continuous linear functionals

Fx, ■ ■ ■ , Fn and  e > 0, define the neighborhood   U of  cb by   U = \ß e (J> |  \F .(ß) -

F i.cb)\ < e for   i = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n\.   Then since   cb is in the topological support of  v

there is a continuous positive function  g on  0    with  supp g C U and

Jg(/3)flV(/3) = l.   Let   ßg = Jg(ß)ßdv(ß).   We mean by this that  /3g  is the

unique continuous central positive definite function in  <&    with   F (ß  ) =

f g iß) F iß) dv iß) for every continuous linear functional  F (see Proposition 1.1

of [24]).   Now for  z = 1, 2, • • • , n we have

\F.(ß) - F .(0)| = \jgiß)iFiß) - Ficb))dviß)\

< max |E .(ß) - F .(ó)\    fgiß) dviß) < c.
ßeU       ' J

Thus given  F .,>•• ,F    and  e > 0 there is a  ß   e $c with   |F ,(/3 ) - E.(<p)| < c

for each   i.   If  A = max g  then  Xif/ > ß    as positive definite functions  (in fact, if

( , ) denotes the pairing between   L    and  L°°, then for / £ L  , (f   *f, ß ) =

/«(/SX/**/. ß)dviß)<X!(f"*f. ß)dv(ß) = (r*f, XiP)).   Therefore  ßg

vanishes off  Gp by 4.2.

To complete the proof we note that  cb may be taken to be a nonzero extreme

point of 0 .   Suppose that (top supp v) Ci K C \0\.   Then since  0 \\0\ =

($c\k) U (k\[0S), we have  ^(O^XiO!) = 0 and  ib = 0, a contradiction.   Therefore

the topological support of  v includes nonzero extreme points, and these are

approached weak    by elements   ß    of  <J>c which vanish off  Gp.

Prool of 41.   Since  G e [IN], Gp is open in  G and it is certainly normal.

By Proposition 17.3.5 of [5] the extreme points of $    are   0 and the characters

of finite type taking the value 1 at 1.   Characters of finite type are associated as

positive definite functions with cyclic factor representations of type  I    or type

IIj.   Since  G is type  I these factor representations generate finite dimensional

von Neumann algebras and since they are cyclic they must be finite dimensional

representations of  G by 15.5.3 of [5l.

By 4.4 there is a character  c/S of finite type which is apptoached weak   by

elements of  fI>(_ which vanish off  Gp.   We see easily that  /G/(x)cb(x)dx = 0

for all / e L  (G) which vanish on Gp, and hence  c/> vanishes off Gp.   It follows

from 4.3 that the representation   77^ corresponding to  t/5 is induced to  G from

Gp and since  77 j, is finite dimensional we have   [G : Gp] < 00.
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The following was pointed out to the author by J. M. G. Fell.

4.5 Proposition.   Atz open subgroup H  of a type I group G  is type I.

Proof.   One may verify easily that  C (B) is a  C    subalgebra of  C  (G).   Then

the proposition follows from 4.3-5 of [5].

4.6 Theorem.   A type  I  [IN] group is CCR.   An almost connected [IN] group

is type I and hence  CCR.

Proof.   If  G  is type  I [IN], Gp  is type I [FC]    by 4.5 and therefore CCR by

3-6.   If on the other hand   G  is almost connected   [IN], then  Gp  is almost con-

nected   [EC]- and so CCR by 3.7.   Using 4.1 and the fact that an almost connected

group can have no open subgroup of infinite index, we have that  [G : Gp] < 00 in

eithet case.   Since   Gp  is CCR., it follows that  G  is also CCR.   (In fact

Schochetman in 4.3 of [26] shows that a compact extension of a CCR group is CCR.)

As a corollary, we have the following widely known result.   This was

obtained also by E. Kaniuth [14], who showed that an   [SIN] group with type I

regular representation has only finite dimensional irreducible representations,

and in the   [EC]" n [SIN] case also by R. Mosak [21].

Corollary to 4.6.   A type  I [S/N] group has only finite dimensional irreducible

representations.

Proof.   In  G e [SIN] then   L  iG) has a central approximate identity and so

every irreducible image of   C  (G) has nonzero central elements.   Since these

images are algebras of all compact operators on various Hilbert spaces, the

spaces in question must be finite dimensional.

5. [IN] groups with Hausdorff duals.   We have already shown that a type I

[EC]    group has Hausdorff dual.   We show in this section that an  [IN] group

with Hausdorff dual is   [FC]    and that an   [SIN] group with Hausdorff dual is the

ptojective limit of  [Z] groups.

5.I Lemma.   If G  is a noncompact locally compact abelian group and

H .,•••, H    are noncompact closed subgroups, there is a sequence  {y   \C G

such that x    \H .  is nontrivial for each  m and j, and y    —> 1   uniformly on

compacta.

Proof.   We dualize.   We have   G is nondiscrete locally compact abelian

group, and   (G/H )    a closed subgroup for each   i.   Also, H . = G/iG/H .)    is not

discrete and so  (G/H .)    is nowhete dense in  G fot each   i.   Now if the lemma

wete false there would be an open neighbrohood   N of 1 in   G such that
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N C \A"   . (G/H.) .   We have   N  locally compact in the relative topology and

iG/H ■)   n ¡V nowhere dense in the relative topology.   This contradicts the Baire

category theorem, and the lemma is proved.

5.2 Theorem.   Suppose  G £ [IN],    Then  G  is Hausdorff if and only if G e

[EC]    and G  is type I.

Proof.   The "if" part is 3-6.   Now suppose  G £ [IN] and  G is   T      Since  G

is type I,  [G :Gp] <oo by 4.1.   By 3-1 and 4.5, Gp £ [ED]".   Let  K be the

closure of the commutator   subgroup of   Gp, and let *,,••■,*    be coset repre-

sentatives for   Gp  in  G excluding a representative for the coset  Gp itself.   We

are assuming here that  G / Gp and will derive a contradiction. For z'= 1, 2,••«, «,

let   E. be the closed subgroup of  Gp generated by the set  \xhx~  h~    \h £ G p\.

Since   x. /È Gp,  x~    does not have a precompact conjugacy class, and since   Gp

has finite index in   G,   \hx~  h~l \ h £ Gp\ cannot be precompact either.   It fol-

lows that, for each   i,   F. is not compact.

Now   Gp/K is locally compact abelian and contains the noncompact closed

images   FX,---,F    of  E     ...,E     (the images are closed because   F K is

closed for each   z).   Hence by Lemma 5.1 there is a sequence of characters of

G   ¡K converging to 1 uniformly on compacta such that each character is non-

trivial on   F„•••, F  .   This sequence lifts to a sequence   ¡y  I of one dimen-

sional characters of   Gp converging to 1 uniformly on compacta and such that

y   I F. is nontrivial for each  tz and   i.   It follows that for each  n and   i there is
^n '     i

an  h £ Gp with  y (x hx7lh~l) ¿ 1.   Hence  x. 4 H (y ), the stable group of  y  ,

for each  n and   i, and so for each  n,  H (y  ) = Gp.   The Mackey theory implies

that each induced representation   U  "  is irreducible, and by Theorem 4.4 of [7]

we have that every subsequence of  U n weakly contains   U  , the regular repre-

sentation of  G/Gp   lifted to  G, and hence weakly contains every subrepresenta-

tion of   U  .   This is easily seen to imply that   U  " converges to every irreducible

subrepresentation of   U  , and unless   G = G     there will be more than one such

subrepresentation.   Thus if  G is   T ,  G £ [FC] .

5.3 Theorem.   If G £ [SIN], then  G  is Hausdorff if and only if G  is the pro-

jective limit of [Z] groups.

Proof.   Suppose   G is the projective limit of  [Z] groups.   Proposition 2.2 of

[20] states that every factor representation of  G  is actually a representation of

one of the   [Z] groups.   Thus   G has only finite dimensional irreducible represen-

tations.   It is clear that  G e [EC]"; therefore, by 3-6, G is Hausdorff. (See also

[21].)

Suppose   G  is Hausdorff.   Then since   G is   [5//V] and type I the corollary to
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4.6 implies that  G has only finite dimensional irreducible representations.

Theorem 3 of [20] states that  G must be the projective limit of Lie groups, each

containing an open   [Z] subgroup of finite index.   Moreover by 5.2, G £ [FCl  .

Therefore to establish 5.3 we need only prove the following lemma.

5.4 Lemma.    // G   z's an  [FC]    Lie group which contains a  [Z] subgroup of

finite index, then G  is a  [Z] group.

Remark.   The lemma is also true if we replace "Lie" by "compactly

generated", but some such hypothesis is necessary.   Here is an example of an

[FC]    group which is not a   [Z] group but which contains a normal abelian sub-

group of index 2.   Let  A = (II^ Z  ) © X^Z^ where   II Z    has the product topology

and the weak direct sum   2 Z    has the discrete topology.   Define the map  a as

follows: for  (z.) £ U Z2 and   (w.) £ 2 Z2,  put   a((z.), (w)) = ((z. + w.), (w{)).

Then   a is a continuous homomorphism of  A  into itself and   a   = identity, so that

a is a topological group automorphism.   Now let  G = A x     Z     where   r/(x) = ax.

Then one may verify that the commutator of   G  is a subgroup of  II Z    C A  and

hence is precompact, and that  Z (G) = U Z  .   Thus   G  is an   [FD]~ group with an

abelian subgroup of index 2, but  G is not a  [Z] group.

Proof of 5.4. Since open subgroups of [Z] groups are [Z] groups, we may

assume that the [Z] subgroup of finite index is normal. We first reduce 5.4 to a

problem in abelian group theory. Suppose that G is a finite extension of a [Z]

group H, and that Z (G) O Z (H) has compact quotient in Z (H). Then Z (G) n

Z (H) has compact quotient in G, and so does Z(G). Therefore we may simply

show  Z (G) D Z (H) has compact quotient in  Z (H).

Now Z (G) is the set of fixed points of 3(G), the inner automorphisms of  G.

Each element of  3(G) maps   H onto itself and hence   Z (H) onto itself.   Moreover

if   a e 3(G) corresponds to an element of  E,   a\Z(H) is trivial.   Since   G/H is

finite, G acts as a finite group  E of automorphisms of  Z(H).   We say that a

topological group automorphism  y of a locally compact group  L  is of bounded

displacement if the set  \y(x)x~    \x £ L\ is precompact (this notion was intro-

duced by Tits in [28]).   In the present case we assume   G  is   [EC]  , and so it is

simple to verify that each  a ep is of bounded displacement.   Moreover, since  G

is a Lie group so is the closed subgroup Z (H).   Therefore we are reduced to 5-5

below.

5.5 Lemma.   Let  F  be a finite group of automorphisms of the abelian Lie

group A.   Suppose each element of F has bounded displacement.   Then the group

of common fixed points  of F has compact quotient in A.

Proof.   We must reduce the ptoblem a bit further.   Since  A  is an abelian Lie
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group, A = T" © Rm © D, where  D is discrete.   Each  a maps   Tn © Rm into

itself (since   T" © Rm   is the connected component of the identity) and   Tn  into

itself (since   T"  is maximal compact in   T" © Rm).   Thus   a defines an automor-

phism  a.  of  D.   We denote by   E the finite group of such automorphisms of  D,

each of which has finite displacement.   For each ~â £ F,   ker(cL — id)  has finite

index in  D.   It follows that  D' = flkerCä - id)  has finite index in  D.   Let   A' =

T" © Rm © D1.   Each  a maps  A' into itself; moreover A/A' is finite, so that if

f|ker(a \A   - id) has compact quotient in A , Mker(a - id) has compact quotient

in  A.   Finally, since each  a|A   is of bounded displacement and range (a | A —id)

C T" © Rm, we  actually  have range (a | A' - id) C T"  for each  a.   Thus 5.5 would

follow from the following.

5.6 Lemma.    Let  F  be a finite group of automorphisms of the locally compact

abe Han group A = T" © Rm © D such that the range of (a - id)  lies in  Tn for

each a £ F.    Then  (\ket (a — id), the group of fixed points of F, has compact

quotient in A.

Proof.   We dualize (see [13] for details on duals and adjoint maps) and

obtain the following equivalent lemma, which we prove outright.

5.7 Lemma.    Let  F  be a finite group of automorphisms of the locally com-

pact abelian group A = Z" © W © K, where  K  is compact.   Suppose that

ker (a - id) D W (B K for each a £ F.   Then 2a(fF range (a - id) = !£a(rFrange(a-id)

z's discrete in  the relative topology.

Proof.   It is enough to show  X range (a— id)  is discrete in the relative

topology.   Suppose   \F\ = ttz.   The subgroup  B = W © K is characteristic in  A.

Let  (?)  denote the generic element of  A, where  z is a column of tz  integers and

b £ B, and let   a ,,•••, a     be the elements of   F.   Since each  a. £ F is the
' I*        '    m i

identity on  B, we have

/   MX    \

ai\b) " \Y .z + bj

where each  M. is a n x n  integer valued matrix and each   Y. is a re-tuple of ele-

ments of  B.   We may therefore write each

we then have

/   M.M.
a.a. = I

1 '      \Y.M. + Y
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and since   a¿a¿  ! = id, zVL  is invertible and in fact  M. eSL±(zz, Z)  for each  i;

that is, M. is an automorphism of  Z"  for each   i.   If we define the integer k..  by

a¿.. = a.a. we have
**7 z     7

(1) ALAI. = My.,  and
z     ; Rz;

(2) Yk..= Y.M.+ Y..

Now

range \a id) ïnge eZ'

2^ range (a. - id) = < / .

'Al.z.
Z     Z

z. £ Z"  each  t

Since  B is open in  Z" © B, it would suffice to show  B O S range (a . - id) is

finite.   Let us therefore observe that

B n ■ rang e(a. - id)   = z . e Z"  each  z  and 2-* M jz . =2^z .
i   i

We point out that  B O Srange(a. - id)  is finitely generated, as a subgroup

of the abelian subgroup of  B generated by the coordinate entries of   Y.,-• • ,  Y   .

Next we show that  B O Xrange(a. — id)  is torsion.   In fact by (2) we have

y.z. = Yu..z. - Y.M.z. for each  z and  j and any  z. £ Z".   It follows that if
7    7 *!7    7 1     7    J ' '        1

S y.z. e B nS range (a. - id) (i.e., if  S M.z. = 2 z.) we have
7    7 6 z ' 7   7 7

But then

r-i    77    *-*    k . j      i\¿-*>    , , I    ¿-    t    , , f-   ,
7 = 1 7=1 !; \7 = 1 / 7 = 1 !; 7 = 1

m

= Z   (yz.    - ^)z.      for each i.

, = 1 '7

m mm, \ m     / m      / V\

j5'''-££(Vr^£(£(v')"'-'
since   ze.. runs over  1,

Z7
, ttz as   i does whenever / is fixed.   Thus   B  O

2 range (a. - id) is finite; it follows that 2 range (a. - id) is discrete, and

Lemmas 5.7 and 5.4 are proved.

6. [INI groups with discrete duals. We conclude this paper by describing

the second countable [//V] groups with discrete dual spaces. As noted in the

introduction, Baggett [2] has shown that any second countable group with
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discrete dual is compact; here we sketch a simple proof of this fact in the   [//V] case.

The first step is to observe that a separable   C    algebra  A  with discrete

dual is a dual   C    algebra; that is, has the following form:   For each  a £ A, let

/    be the unique closed two sided ideal of  A  whose dual space is  \a\  (see 3.2

of [5].)   Then since  /a is a separable   C    algebra with only one irreducible

representation, I    is isomorphic to the algebra of all compact operators on a

separable Hilbert space  (see p. 296 of [22]).   Let  B  consist of all sequences

S*a!  such that x    e /    for each  a  and  ||x   || —> 0  as  a —» 00.   Define algebraic

operations and involution componentwise, and define  ||!*S|| = sup ||x  ||.   Then  B

is a  C    algebra, and using the elementary theory of  C    algebras, especially the

material in 3.2 of [5], one can show readily that A  is isomorphic to  B  as a  C

algebra.   It also follows easily that every irreducible     representation of A  is

trivial on every  /    expect one, and there it is faithful.   Further any    representa-

tion of A  decomposes into the discrete direct sum of these irreducible     repre-

sentations.

Now consider a second countable   [lNl group  G with discrete dual.   Then  G

is type I  [IN]  and therefore a finite extension of Gp, an  [FC]    group.   Now  Gp

is the directed union of open compactly genetated subgroups, each of which is

[FD]     by 3.20 of [12].   The class of locally compact amenable groups is closed

under extension and directed unions (see e.g., Greenleaf,   Invariant means on

topological groups and their applications) and so  G must be amenable.   Therefore

the regular representation of  G is faithful on  C (G) and hence contains the

trivial one dimensional representation as a direct summand.   This means that

L (G) has a one dimensional translation invariant subspace, and it follows that

G is compact.
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